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Abstract—In India for recent years, water scarcity is the principle inconvenience. To overcome these issues, people initiated to burrow bore well. In our nation, the vast majority of the people are agrarian and they depend on the water for irrigation system. Children involuntarily fall into the bore well which yielded water and left revealed. The process of saving the trapped child into bore well is relatively challenging. At present, the rescuing task is accomplished by the method for burrowing a parallel pit close to the bore well with the same depth of the child and makes a passage that interfaces with the two wells. It takes about 30 hours to burrow the new well. By that period the child would have passed on. To overcome this concern, a well-planned robot is designed in a unique way, that it saves the stuck child and also it observes the child carefully by using web cam within a short time span. It consists of two modules which are rescuing system and protection system. The protection system is with the guide of setting an air sack at the base of the passage and recovers the child at the base of the passage and recovers the child at any rate of gripper disappointment. The safeguarding instrument is about a robot gadget fit for moving underneath the bore well bolstered with their user directions, equipped with robot arm, unrestrained objectives modernized camera, high resolution LED. The robot arm is utilized to fix the belt to the trapped children. The belt is hooked with the dc metal gear for lifting the child from the bore well.
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I. INTRODUCTION

India being an agrarian nation, farmers depend for the most part on groundwater for water system. With expanding population, lesser land possessions and urbanization more profound bore wells are burrowed for groundwater deliberation. After yielding the water, the bore wells would left uncovered. So that, the vast majority of children accidentally approaches the well and falls into it, which is the only reason behind these sorrow mishaps presently. In our country, bore well deaths are happening frequently.

Now-a-days, we often listen regarding the child tumbling under bore wells over both urban, sub-urban and towns. The recurrence from claiming such news is expanding step by step. The vast majority of the children unknowingly approaches the wells and falls into it. After instructing everybody regarding these bore well accidents, there appeared on be no progress in the number of tearful mishaps. Over this children, some of them

Fig. 1. Parallel Pit Method.

Required oxygen and water are furnished with the assistance of the ropes and pipes. CCTV camera are brought into the pit down to view child.

Now-a-days, we often listen regarding the child tumbling under bore wells over both urban, sub-urban and towns. The recurrence from claiming such news is expanding step by step. The vast majority of the children unknowingly approaches the wells and falls into it. After instructing everybody regarding these bore well accidents, there appeared on be no progress in the number of tearful mishaps. Over this children, some of them
According to the report of government, magazines, articles of bore well mishaps in the last a long time brought about a sum of 46 bore wells occurrences Since 2019 are shown as histogram in the Fig. 2. The period of child caught in the bore wells ran from two to nine years. Investigation of bore well mishaps as indicated by the year with the help of histogram.

Fig. 2. Histogram representation of bore well accidents.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

Bharathi.B et.al[1] depicts the plan of a robot for saving the kid from bore well. This robot is fit for moving underneath the drag well, as per the human comment by Pc, it will pick and spot dependent on the arm structures. It is worked through Pc with the assistance of remote zigbee innovation and remote camera which is used for video surveillance. The main drawback is that the arm structure can’t give adequate security to the child while lifting.

Manish Raj et.al[2] depicts as the dimension of the drag well is slender for any grown-up in difficult and bright goes dim inside it, the rescuing task in that circumstance is very difficult. The automated framework which will join an outfit to the child utilizing inflated arms for rescuing the child. The video chatting method is also available for speaking with the child. The robotic arm is like clipper, so that the lifting mechanism is very difficult.

Giridharan.M et.al[3] described about designing a robot consists of three engines to save a child on the drag well. The primary engine is used for movement which is up and down by using screw bar. Second engine is utilized for grabbing reason with the surface of lead screw arrangement. Another engine is used to rescue the child through rack and pinion arrangement. Based on the location of the child, the whole arrangement can be pivoted. Then the child is lifted from the bore well.

Arthika.S et.al[4] described about the mechanism of safeguarding child from the bore well. The temperature sensor is used to detect the temperature and similarly gas sensor is used to detect the gas spillage in the specific region. ARM compression and expansion method is used for proper up and down movement. The robotic arm is using relay operation for picking and placing the child. This method provides safeguarding activities in less time. The major drawback is lifting of child is very difficult by using gripping arm.

III. EXISTING METHODOLOGY

In this method, the rescue mechanism is carried out by placing the rescue arrangements close to the drag well where the injured child felt inside and it is confirmed that the gripper is appropriately embedded into drag well with no diversions. At first the dc engine is for controlling the winch drum is gone on to pivot counter clock wise, along these lines the rope injured on the drum get discharged with regard to the pivot experienced on the drum. The expansion of rope causes the gripper which is attaches with it to travel inside the drag well because of the gravitational power, in this manner the gripper development of action arrives at injured individual. At that position, the winch drum engine gets turned off and the engine to control the gripper is gone on to pivot clock wise along these lines the injured individual gets grasped by the gripper and once the sufferer get firmly the gripper engine is halted and again the winch drum is actuated in clockwise direction. This makes the rope twisted on the winch drum and makes the gripper with the sufferer to climb. When they had arrived at ground level the engine is turned off and the gripper engine is triggered to discharge the trapped child.

Based on this survey, the main deficits in the existing proposals were analyzed. There is no such adequate robotic arm for lifting the child safely within a short span of time. The mortality rate of child is increasing day by day. By using proposed system, child will be rescued without any injuries.

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM

A. Block Diagram

The main objective of the current research is to develop a smart child rescue robot using simplified method within a short span of time. Now-a-days, various methods were adopted for saving the held child from the bore well. Here we propose a model which is very unique in its structure and also lifting mechanism.

![Fig. 3. Block Diagram of Proposed System.](Image)

B. Block Diagram Description

In this proposed system, the basic system consists of two modules which are Robotic arm hardware unit and Belt mechanism hardware unit. The purpose of using robotic arm unit is to fix the belt to the child, so that it eases the process of lifting the child from the bore well and it also ensures the safety of the child. The belt mechanism is used to hold the child appropriately which is attached with the dc motor. When the motor starts running correspondingly the belt gets tighten to the child. Then we can lift the trapped child from bore well easily.
C. Block Diagram of Robotic Hardware Unit

Fig. 4. Block Diagram of Robotic Arm unit.

In this proposed system, to defense a child who has tumbled into bore well, we have utilized a robotic arm to fix the belt to the child by using servomotor. The picking part of the belt is attached with the robotic arm with gear assembly. By adjusting the knob of the potentiometer, the angle of the robotic arm gets varied. It goes about as an extremely helpful and utilization less device for bringing the kid up within a short span of time.

To vision the bore well the robotic system is attached with the web camera. The robotic arm is utilized to securely bring the child out of the bore well.

D. Block Diagram of Belt Mechanism Hardware Unit

Fig. 6. Block Diagram of Belt Mechanism.

In this project, the rescue method is carried out by using belt mechanism. The metal gear motor is controlled by using DPDT (Direct Pole Direct Throw) Switch. The Dc motor is used for body, left and right hand gripping. The direction of the dc motor is changed by using DPDT switch for uplifting and down lifting. The belt is connected to the child, then the DC motor starts running correspondingly the belt gets tighten and the trapped child is rescued.

V. HARDWARE COMPONENTS

A. Potentiometer

A potentiometer is a three-port resistor with a rotating contact to adjust the voltage for robotic arm movement. In this event, the two terminals are used as resistive element and the third terminal is wiper which is used to adjust the voltage. By using potentiometer, we can carry the resistor value by adjusting the knob or wiper. From this, the input signal will be sent to the arduino microcontroller.

Fig. 8. Potentiometer.

B. Arduino Nano Microcontroller

Arduino Nano is the small scale breadboard friendly board, which is utilized for regulating the actuators. It utilizes the chip ATMEGA328p.

Fig. 9. Arduino Nano.

It has 16 MHz quartz gem with 14 information/yield advanced pins. It similarly has control jack, ISP header, reset catch etc. By using USB connector, we can reprogram the arduino microcontroller. The input signal from the potentiometer is given to the arduino, which converts the input voltage signal to corresponding angle by using mapping (map () function).
C. Servomotor

The servomotor works on the principle of pulse width modulation which converts electrical signal into angular displacement on motor shaft. Servomotor is constrained by sending a pulse width tweaked signal through the control wire. A pulse is sent for each 20 Ms. The width of the pulse decides the position of the pole. When we direction a servo engine to move by applying pulse of suitable width, the pole moves and holds the required position of the pole. At each joint of the robot, we interface a servomotor to give the automated arm its exact point.

![Servomotor](image1)

**Fig. 10. Servomotor MG 995.**

D. Web Camera

As the drag well condition is a dull domain the robot will have lights which will give enough lighting conditions to the activity of the robot. The entire situation will be feed as live through the correspondence module which will distribute pictures and furthermore recordings from the camera of the robot. The relatives of the injured individual can likewise observe the condition where their relative is been stuck. Along with the controlling module, the web camera is utilized for observation. The principle capacity of camera segment is to give pictorial information about the child to the user which eases the process of lifting the trapped child from the bore well.

![Web Camera](image2)

**Fig. 11. Web Camera.**

E. DPDT Switch

DPDT switch is used to control the direction of movement of the dc motor. It has two separate normal terminals and each of those is associated with either of the other two terminals on a similar side of the switch. A DPDT switch has a third exchanging situation in the middle which is off. This can be helpful for engine control since you have forward, off and reverse positions. If we change the polarity of the power supply, then there is a change in bearing of revolution of Dc motor for rescuing the child.

![DPDT Switch](image3)

**Fig. 12. DPDT Switch.**

F. DC Motor

The electric motor activity relies upon the straightforward electromagnetism. A Current passing on conductor makes an attractive field when it is in the external attractive field, it will experience a power relating to the current in the conductor and to the nature of outside attractive field. In the magnet the opposite boundary (north and south) will draw in and such furthest point (north and north, south and south) putdown. The interior arrangement of the DC motor is planned to load the attractive correspondence between a current-0 passing on conductor and an outside attractive field to make rotational movement. The DC motor is utilized to fix the belt by utilizing DPDT switch as controller, in this way the child is saved effectively from the drag well.

![DC Motor](image4)

**Fig. 13. Dc Motor.**

VI. WORKING OF MECHANISM

Our project consists of two broad units which are robotic arm hardware unit and belt mechanism hardware unit. The bore well rescue robot moves underneath the well by using rope movement. The web camera is used to provide video surveillance and corresponding images of the trapped child which is very useful for the operator to rescue the child within a short period. The input from the potentiometer feed to the arduino, and then it will give the values of corresponding angles which is given to the servomotor.

Then the robotic arm can rotate in 180 degree to fix the belt to the child. After fixing the belt to the trapped child, the belt gets tighten by using the Dc motor which is controlled by DPDT Switch. If the switch is in forward position the belt gets tighten and simultaneously it got discharged when the switch is in inverse position. The belt mechanism is having two separate gripping mechanism for left and right hand gripping. It holds the body of the child and then the whole setup is uplifted and the trapped child is rescued from the bore well.

VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The Proposed system can rescue the child easily by using arm and belt mechanism. Once the belt was fixed to the child by using robotic arm, the belt mechanism gets activated by controlling the DPDT switch and then the belt gets tighten to the child. At last, the child rescued from the bore well very easily. Addition to this, the air sack is placed at the base of the passage that can protect the child from gripper failure. This protection mechanism will gives additional support to the child.
A. Advantages of the Proposed System

- Belt Mechanism can give adequate security to lift up the child
- May also be used in various applications for picking different objects, where human involvement is not preferred
- Time consumption for rescuing the child from bore well is reduced
- An air sack is utilized at the base of the passage and recovers the child, if there should be an occurrence of any gripper disappointment
- Video surveillance is also available

VIII. CONCLUSION

The Proposed system is predominantly intended to spare numerous existences of youngsters who fall inside the drag well. In the previous 15 years, bunches of lives had been lost by tumbling into the bore well since burrowing a pit adjacent to the drag well is time consuming process. By adapting this system, we can rescue the life of the child within a short span of time. The security system gives extra wellbeing measures by putting airbag under the passage which ensure the child if there should be an occurrence of any gripper disappointments. The Robotic arm will pick the belt and fix it to the child appropriately. It additionally incorporates web camera for video surveillance. These robots are lifesaving machines. It can save many lives of the children, so it is very beneficial to use this robot.

IX. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT

The future upgrade of our task is to incorporate Gas sensor which is utilized to check any lethal gas present inside the drag well. Although this, an oxygen test can be associated which is utilized to supply oxygen to the kid. A little vacuum unit with suitable weight could be utilized to suck the mud particles that have been collected over the child and annoying the correct securing of the pictures. Then the potentiometer is get replaced by hand gesture mechanism to increase the rescuing time from the bore well.
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